
BRIEF SYNOPSIS
In this webinar, you will learn about the basics of Elastic Load Balancing (ELB) on 
AWS and the Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (VPC). Amazon VPC lets you provision a 
logically isolated section of the AWS Cloud where you can launch AWS resources in a 
virtual network. You have complete control over your virtual networking 
environment, including a selection of your own IP address range, creation of 
subnets, and configuration of route tables and network gateways.

This session is suitable for beginners, but it is recommended that you have some 
understanding of cloud computing prior to joining this session.
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Furin Ongko
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Solution Architect, AWS
Technical Program Manager, AWS

DURATION
54 min 51 sec

TIMESTAMPS
0:00 – Connecting to Amazon VPC

15:42 – Creating a VPC

16:58 – Creating a Subnet

18:23 – Creating an Internet Gateway

19:20 – Creating an EC2 instance

20:30 – Configuring a Security Group 

If you enjoyed this content, be sure to check out our live and on-demand webinars here.

25:10 - Configure Load Balancer

26:26 Target Groups

https://youtu.be/oN2wzb0lCh8
https://youtu.be/oN2wzb0lCh8?t=942
https://youtu.be/oN2wzb0lCh8?t=1018
https://youtu.be/oN2wzb0lCh8?t=1103
https://youtu.be/oN2wzb0lCh8?t=1160
https://youtu.be/oN2wzb0lCh8?t=1230
https://aws.amazon.com/education/awseducate/workshops-from-home/?sc_channel=em&sc_campaign=APJ%20Workshop%20from%20Home%20Webinars&sc_medium=em_&sc_content=public_ln_ot&sc_geo=mult&sc_country=mult&sc_outcome=public&trk=em_&mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiT0RSa01qRTVNRGc1TnpBMyIsInQiOiJqSXVESDBIMWs5WmI3OHMzQzZyWE5HTkcwejhya04xMmxHMHB5U0xoV0xXOHpPZWoxdVhsalR4Y0VGTzVqRnpXbFwvQ29KQndPdjJuOUJnK1VBam14TWc9PSJ9
https://youtu.be/oN2wzb0lCh8?t=1510
https://youtu.be/oN2wzb0lCh8?t=1586
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Q & A with Ronald Kok-Leong Lim and Furin Ongko:

AWS Educate
Q: What are the benefit of badges?
A: Badges in the AWS Educate portal are micro credentials that you can attach in your 
digital portfolio in the portal or utilize it in your resume. It depicts that you'd at least have 
some fundamental knowledge in the respective tech.

Q: I completed the machine learning pathway in AWS Educate. There is no credential ID for 
that. How can I add that I have completed a career pathway in my LinkedIn profile?
A: Completed pathways appear in your profile to employers in the job board hosted in AWS 
Educate. Do feel free to post it as an achievement on LinkedIn.

Services
Q: When we connect to the VPN, will this mean the internet will be fast? 
A: Generally, no. Still, you shouldn’t overlook bandwidth throttling caused by ISPs. Basically, 
they limit bandwidth for certain online content/activities to get you to buy a pricier 
subscription. Well, using a VPN like Buffered will put an end to ISP bandwidth throttling. 
Thus, you might say that this way, using a VPN will enhance your online speed.

Q: What is DirectX?
A: DirectX is the key multimedia handler on Microsoft-based computers, game consoles or 
smartphones. It consists of various APIs such as Direct3D, DirectDraw, DirectPlay, 
DirectSound or DirectMusic. ... Cognosys provides hardened images of Microsoft DirectX 
SDK on all public cloud i.e. AWS marketplace and Azure.

Q: How can I attach an Amazon S3 bucket to VPC??
A: See https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/knowledge-center/ec2-instance-access-
s3-bucket/

Q: What is meant by instance type?
A: Instance is a term for virtual machine/ server.
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Q & A with Ronald Kok-Leong Lim and Furin Ongko:
Q: Is NAT gateway the IP address of an EC2 instance in a public subnet?
A: NAT gateway does not act as public IP from external to internal. It is a service to enable 
NAT from a private subnet to be able connect to the internet, for example to do an update 
or to run apt-get command.

Q: If I have installed more than one VPN for my particular system then how much load 
balancing would be required for that particular system and which load balancer will be 
effective for the same?
A: We can aggregate VPN connection. 1 VPN connection speed is about 1.25 Gbps. If we 
add two, we can have 2.x Gbps.

Q: What is a hybrid load balancer? How is it different from elastic load balancer?
A: There are three types of Elastic Load Balancer: Application Load Balancer (Layer 7), 
Network Load Balancer (Layer 4) and Classic Load Balancer (Layer 4 and 7).

Q: What is AWS Alexa? 
A: You can find out more about Alexa here: https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/alexa

Q: Define AWS Cloud 9.
A: AWS Cloud9 is a cloud-based integrated development environment (IDE) that lets you 
write, run, and debug your code with just a browser.

Q: What do u mean by AWS container?
A: Learn more here: https://aws.amazon.com/containers/

Q: What are the best practices of using CIDR block, and how can we decide the suitable 
CIDR block?
A: This would be a good site that explains some best practices: 
https://aws.amazon.com/answers/networking/aws-single-vpc-design/
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Q & A with Ronald Kok-Leong Lim and Furin Ongko:
Q: Should we use a bastion host instead of NAT Gateway. When should we use NAT 
Gateway vs bastion host?
A: NAT Gateway generally enables hosts in a private subnet within your VPC, outbound 
access to the internet. A bastion host allows inbound access to known IP addresses and 
authenticated users, a NAT instance allows instances within your VPC to go out to the 
internet. A bastion host should be used as a jump host, or a reverse proxy, and a jump host 
will generally be an instance running in a public subnet within your VPC. The bastion host 
will allow you to connect to it via a secure protocol, like SSH, or RDP, if we're using 
Windows. And it will then allow you to jump to another instance within your VPC. A NAT 
gateway can be used to allow traffic to flow out of a database server in your VPC to connect 
to a Github repository to get a patch or an update.

Q: For private instance to talk to the internet, we should only use NAT Gateway?
A: It is for EC2 to reach the internet for patching, getting antivirus update etc.

Q: Guys is there any AWS slack group.
A: For user groups, you can check within this URL: 
https://aws.amazon.com/developer/community/usergroups/

Q: Can I use the sign up credit in my existing university account?
A: The current sign-up is for new accounts. If you already have an existing account, you'd 
need to utilize the credits from there and get the auto renewal on a yearly basis as long as 
you're still part of the university.

Q: Where can I learn more about Application Load Balancers?
A: For more information please see: 
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/elasticloadbalancing/latest/application/introduction.html 

Q: What do level 4 and level 7 refer to in ELB?
A: They are from the OSI reference model. Layer 4 is Transport Layer; Layer 7 is Application 
layer. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OSI_model

Q: Is it preferable to have both VPN and DX?
A: DX is more costly, VPN is less expansive. We have customer that deploys both. DX is for 
production, VPN is for Fail-over (Backup).
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Q & A with Ronald Kok-Leong Lim and Furin Ongko:
Q:  How do you connect to the VPN?
A: To setup VPN connection see: https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/knowledge-
center/create-connection-vpc/

Q: What is CIDR? What is its use?
A: Classless inter-domain routing (CIDR) is a set of Internet protocol (IP) standards that is 
used to create unique identifiers for networks and individual devices. The IP addresses 
allow particular information packets to be sent to specific computers. Shortly after the 
introduction of CIDR, technicians found it difficult to track and label IP addresses, so a 
notation system was developed to make the process more efficient and standardized. That 
system is known as CIDR notation.

Q: What is a Routing Table? What does it do?
A: A routing table is a set of rules, often viewed in table format that is used to determine 
where data packets traveling over an Internet Protocol (IP) network will be directed. All IP-
enabled devices, including routers and switches, use routing tables. The table contains the 
destination IP Address, subnet mask and interface used.

Q: What are subnets? Is it the same as Instances?
A: A subnet is a range of IP addresses in your VPC. While instances are virtual servers.

Q: How will the local IP be assigned?
A: The local IP, will be assign base on the subnet.

Q: Is there any definite private IP provided for EC2 instances like the examples for server 1 
and 2?
A: Yes, the private IP will be assigned from the range of CIDR that you have defined for the 
subnet for example if the subnet CIDR is 10.1.0.0/24, the private IP for Server 1 can be 
10.1.0.x.
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RESOURCES

Amazon VPC - Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (Amazon VPC) lets you provision a logically 
isolated section of the AWS Cloud where you can launch AWS resources in a virtual network 
that you define.

Amazon VPC Hands-on Lab – Getting Started with Amazon VPC Lab

Amazon VPC User Guide – Getting Started with Amazon VPC

Elastic Load Balancer - Elastic Load Balancing automatically distributes incoming application 
traffic across multiple targets, such as Amazon EC2 instances, containers, IP addresses, and 
Lambda functions. It can handle the varying load of your application traffic in a single 
Availability Zone or across multiple Availability Zones.

Elastic Load Balancer User Guide – Getting Started with Elastic Load Balancing

AWS Educate – AWS Educate gives students and educators access to content and programs 
that enable them to skill up for cloud careers in growing fields. AWS Educate also connects 
companies hiring for cloud skills to qualified student job seekers with the AWS Educate Job 
Board.

AWS Educate Office Hours for Educators and Students – Webinars, office hours, and training 
sessions for educators and students

AWS User Groups - User groups are peer-to-peer communities which meet regularly to 
share ideas, answer questions, and learn about new services and best practices.
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https://aws.amazon.com/vpc/
https://awsapacwebinars.s3-ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com/VPC+lab.pdf
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/vpc/latest/userguide/vpc-getting-started.html
https://aws.amazon.com/elasticloadbalancing/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/elasticloadbalancing/latest/userguide/load-balancer-getting-started.html
https://aws.amazon.com/education/awseducate/
https://aws.amazon.com/education/remote-instruction-resources-for-educators/
https://aws.amazon.com/developer/community/usergroups/
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